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WITNESS STATEMENT

Criminal Procedure Rules, r27.2; Criminal Justice Act 1967, s.9; Magistrates' Courts Act 1980, s.5b

Statement of: STOCKFORD, CHARLES

Age if under 18: 1 (if over 18 insert 'over 18') Occupation: POLICE OFFICER

This statement (consisting of 4 page(s) each signed by me) is true to the best of my knowledge and belief
and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if I have wilfully
stated in it anything which I know to be false, or do not believe to be true.

Signature: C STOCKFORD Date: 03/07/2017

Tick if witness evidence is visually recorded 0 (supply witness details on rear)

This statement relates to the major incident which occurred on the morning of WEDNESDAY 14th JUNE

2017 in which there was a major fire at GRENFELL TOWER, W11. CAD 482/14JUN17 refers.

On WEDNESDAY 14th JUNE 2017 I was on duty in full police uniform attached to a marked police

vehicle BS2ON along with my colleague PC BLAKE-JOHNSON 224BS. We've been dealing with a

robbery that had taken place outside HARRODS, as I was waiting for my colleague to return to the

vehicle I heard a call come out to attend GREN FELL TOWER to reports of a six (6) pump fire. I've

heard my colleagues who were attached to BS21N take the call and minutes later I remember hearing

them arrive on scene and ask for further units. It's at this stage that I've accepted the call to GRENFELL

TOWER to assist BS21N.

As we were making our way to the area I heard that PC SANGHA had declared the situation as a critical

incident and then maybe 2 minutes later I heard INSP THATCHER declare the situation a major incident.

I can remember that as we've turned onto LADBROKE GROVE from NOTTING HILL GATE, I could

smell what I'd describe as smoke, it was overpowering and surprised me considering we were still quite a

distance away from GRENFELL TOWER. As we've been traveling towards the RVP on BOMORE

ROAD I sought direction from my colleague PC SANGHA as to which was the best entry route to the

area.

We've arrived in the vicinity of GRENFELL TOWER and stopped in SILCHESTER ROAD, I exited the

van and looked up and all I could see was the entire NORTH side of GRENFELL TOWER covered in

flames with thick smoke bellowing from the building. For a few seconds I remember just standing there, I
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couldn't believe what I was looking at, I'd never seen anything like it in my life. I looked down at the

road and could see it was covered in ash and other burning materials which had clearly come off of

GRENFELL TOWER. I saw roughly three residents stood on the street who asked me what was best for

them to do, I advised them to stay put in their houses and should we need to evacuate them they'd be

notified. A short while later I've heard my colleagues asking for assistance on SILCHESTER ROAD near

KENSINGTON LESUIRE CENTRE, I've ran down and this is when I've seen a wall of people running

towards me, some were screaming and shouting while others were crying hysterically, I could see that the

majority of them were wearing what I'd describe as pyjamas and other nightwear clothing, some people

didn't even have shoes on their feet. Along with my other colleagues I began to implement a cordon

across the pedestrian area by the leisure centre. I could see a large crowd gathering trying to take photos

and videos on their mobile phones and cameras, I informed them that they needed to move back to a safe

distance to allow the emergency services to work in a sterile environment. I was met with mixed

reactions, some people were very helpful and listened to my instructions without hesitation, some were in

such a state of shock and upset they were unable to take their eyes off the burning building and others

simply began to argue and shout various abuse at me and my colleagues. After some time and with further

unit's assistance we managed to clear the area fairly swiftly.

Once cordons were implemented and everything was under control I left PC BLAKE- JOHNSON and PC

MCGOWAN at the cordon and went back onto SILCHESTER ROAD towards BRAMLEY ROAD to

assist PC LEADER and PC ELLIOT who were struggling to control a large crowd who were forming. As

I ran down SILCHESTER ROAD falling all around me was burning debris from the fire, I could see a

crowd of roughly 150 people were stood in the street watching the fire burning at an intense rate. I tried

my best to ask them all to move back as I genuinely believed that someone was going to get injured from

the falling hot debris, to my surprise I was met with a torrent of abuse from a small pocket of the group, I

was called a "PIG" and can remember one person said words to the effect of "WHAT ARE YOU LOT

DOING LETTING PEOPLE DIE". I tried to inform those who were clearly frustrated and in a state of

shock that everyone was doing what they could to help those in need. During all of this I could hear the

desperate screams of people who were stuck in the building, which in particular will stay with me for the

rest of my life. Further police units arrived and we managed to get the crowd back a significant distance

getting them all the way back to the junction of BRAMLEY ROAD, again cordons were implemented

and various officers were left at these cordons to prevent them from being breached.
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PC REES has then asked for urgent assistance outside LATIMER ROAD UNDEGROUND STATION. I,

PC LEADER and PC ELLIOT all made our way round where we found PC REES and PS VALENTE

making efforts to calm a very agitated crowd down and push them back away from any side streets which

lead to the base of GRENF'ELL TOWER, again a small pocket of the crowd were shouting various

comments at myself and my colleagues, it almost felt like due to their previous dealings with the police

and dislike of the police they looked at us as the enemy, at times it was a very volatile environment to be

in. The majority of people wanted to help but the conditions near the tower were so dangerous it would

have been irresponsible for me to allowing them to get close to the tower.

I was stood on BRAMLEY ROAD with PC LEADER once the crowds were under control and this is

when we've seem members of the fire brigade cradling what I'd describe as a small child no older than

five years old, the body of the child was limp and almost lifeless. I watched as they placed them onto the

floor in an effort to provide first aid, almost instantly they picked the child back up and ran into the rear

of an awaiting ambulance. I can remember looking at PC LEADER and this is when the situation all

became real, I knew the situation was bad but seeing those who were being brought out of the burning

building really made the situation hit home. I could see that the fire brigade were slowly bringing out the

injured up STATION WALK to the awaiting ambulances.

Almost instantly I, PC LEADER, PC REES, PC ELLIOT, PS HANDLEY and PS VALENTE all ran

down STATION WALK with the intention of helping those who were being brought out of the building.

As we reached STATION WALK a large crowd attempted to follow us down, we all knew that by us

going down was dangerous enough without having members of the public with us. We made the best

efforts to verbally warn them to stand back and allow us to help the injured, one male in particular

became very aggressive towards police and the fire brigade and had to be ushered back by PS

HANDLEY, the male has then spat at PS HANDLEY. Another male who was clearly in an emotional

state pleaded with me to let him down to the tower, I told him this wasn't an option due to the risk to

himself, he said words to the effect of "I don't care if! get hurt let me help" after several attempts the

male was eventually pulled back by other members of the public which allowed emergency services to

carry out their duty.

I've headed down to the base of GRENFELL TOWER and could see masses of fire brigade queued up

waiting to be sent into the building all around them large parts of the building were crashing down. Every

so often I'd hear the scream of "CASULITY" which was followed an injured person being brought to

STATION WALK, I can remember four members of the fire brigade carrying an elderly gentleman and
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resting him on the floor so that medical personal could help him, I can remember that he was alive and

talking. Roughly 2 minutes later I watched them cover the body of this man and place a tag onto his left

wrist which read 'DEAD'. Before I could process this a further shout could be heard followed by 2

walking wounded, Iran down and this is when I've been handed responsibility of a young girl who I now

know to be  she was 10 years old and had been on the 20 floor with her family. She explained to

me that she was with her mother who was pregnant, at this stage I had no idea where she was or if she'd

got out of the building. I walked to the top of STATION WALK and provided her with water. As

I've been speaking to I could hear a woman near me disclosing to medical staff that she was

pregnant, it's at this point when I've asked is this your mother to which she confirmed. I left

with her mother and with medical staff and made my way back down to the base of GRENFELL

TOWER.

As time went on less and less people were coming out of the building, I'd say in the two (2) hours I was

waiting at the base of GRENFELL TOWER maybe 15-20 people came out, at this point I'd lost all hope

for anyone who was still in the building and believed that those who I've seen come out were the last to

be rescued. Moments later a faint shout came out of "CASULITY" this was followed by a male walking

round the corner, myself and PC REES supported the male either side and could see he was in floods of

tears, he became a dead weight and said that he must go back into the building as his pregnant wife and

children were still in there, instantly alarm bells went off in my head and I linked this male to the little

girl called I asked the male what his daughter was called and he replied by saying I told

him that his daughter and pregnant wife were safe and we'd brought them out of the building moments

ago, by me telling him this he gained energy and was able to walk quickly to the injured person's point

where he met with his wife and daughter

As time went on myself and my colleagues I'd been with all night watched in disbelief as the building

burnt like it was made of paper, we could see people waving from their windows in a last ditch effort to

get help but we all knew nobody could help them anymore, I heard on my radio that advice from the fire

brigade commander was to self-evacuate as the building was too un-safe for the LFB to go in. I remember

looking up and thinking to myself that the building was going to collapse sooner or later and if it did I

would most properly perish along with hundreds of fireman, medics, members of the public and my

colleagues. As we've been stood at the base of the building I can remember seeing what I believe to be an

elderly male or female waving from a window roughly 13 floors up on the WEST side of the building,

you could see they were waving in our direction to get our attention. I could see smoke streak up the side
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of the building below the window, moments later the light in that window went out and I could no longer

see the elderly person.

As dawn broke the atmosphere became very sombre and all that was left to do was watch as smoke and

fire bellowed out of GRENFELL TOWER. At roughly 0700 hours I was sent back to KENSINGTON

POLICE STATION and waited for a debrief which took place at roughly 0800 hours.
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